
Romeo and Juliet
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Romeo and Juliet

For longer than anyone can remember the two Adjective Noun of Montague and Capulet have

been engaged in a Adjective feud. Recently the arguments have become more and more heated and have

spilled over into repeated violence on the streets of Location . (MONTAGUES AND CAPULETS).

Prince Escalus, the ruler of Location decrees that any further civil disturbances will result in the death

penalty for the perpetrators.

Lord and Lady Montague Verb Verb about the melancholy shrouding their Adjective

son Romeo. First name Romeoâ??s friend and cousin, resolves to cheer him up. Romeo explains that

Pronoun is in love with the beautiful Rosaline â?? and that his love is not returned. Benvolio advises

Romeo to look for the many other Adjective girls to fall in love with. As chance would have it an

Adjective servant passes by seeking help in reading the names on an invitation Noun . On the

guest list for Lord Capuletâ??s annual ball is the name of Rosaline. Benvolio suggests it would be the perfect

Noun to prove that there are women in Verona more beautiful than Rosaline.

With



Plural noun underway for the ball, Lord Capulet hears the suit of Count Name of a person who wishes

to marry Capuletâ??s only daughter, First name . Although Capulet thinks Pronoun daughter may

be Adjective Adjective for marriage, he invites Paris to the ball so he too can see all the beauties in

Verona, before Verb whether Juliet is the fairest.
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